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1. Overview
The amount of investment in related Southeast Asian financial fintech companies has increased
significantly as the number of mobile payment service users has soared since the spread of
COVID-19 infectious diseases this year. According to financial information company Refinitiv, the
investment in 80 fintech companies in Southeast Asia alone amounted to $3 billion this year.
As the fintech market grew significantly this year, investment attraction also increased
significantly. The investment is expected to serve as a stepping stone for many fintech
companies in Southeast Asia to grow in the future.
Mint, a Philippine electronic payment company invested by China's Ant Group and Broadbant
network company Globe Telecom, attracted $300 billion in investment this month alone.
Singapore fintech company FinAccel, a major shareholder of Indonesia's pre-payment and postpayment platform Kredivo, aims to be listed on the U.S. stock market early next year.
Regarding the recent boom in investment in fintech companies in Southeast Asia, Akshay Garg,
CEO of Finaxel, said, "Southeast Asia is a beneficiary of China's slowing economic growth and
has abundant capital," adding that investors chose Southeast Asia as a safe investment
destination instead of China, where authorities are tightening regulations.
The high level of consumption in Southeast Asia is considered a factor that allowed fintech
companies to make large profits in a short period of time, and Southeast Asian fintech
companies are preferred as attractive investment targets among investors.
In the Philippines, Sari-sari, a traditional pawnshop, has served as a financial institution.
Although the penetration rate of mobile phones in the Philippines is high, only one-third of
adults have bank accounts, most of which use illegal lenders.
"Our company will target rural areas in the Philippines, which have been alienated from financial
services," said Marta Sajon Mint, CEO. The GCash platform developed by Mint will provide
various financial services such as loan services, digital insurance and investment funds. In the
future, people living in rural areas in the Philippines will also be able to purchase equity funds
consisting of Google, Apple, and Microsoft instead of milk tea.
Singapore-based 2C2P started as a B2B online payment security service company in Bangkok,
Thailand in 2003. 2C2P provides platform services that allow small businesses and major
financial institutions to safely make online payments. Currently, financial institutions in Thailand,
the Bank of Singapore (UOB), and the Philippine BDO Bank are the main customers.
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After moving its headquarters to Singapore in 2008, it is currently providing online payment services excl
usively for companies. Customers who purchase goods from online shopping malls receive a payment
code from 2C2P and apply for mobile payment.You can pay for things with a credit card at a convenienc
e store.
Aung Kyaw Moe, CEO of 2C2P, said, "We are currently opening branches in other parts of the world an
d are working on linking them with payment methods with business approval from financial authorities."
Currently, 2C2P aims to be listed as an IPO within three years.
With the emergence of new fintech companies, more and more individual investors are trying to invest in
these companies. Last year alone, the number of private stock trading accounts opened in Thailand incr
eased by more than 1 million.
In the blockchain industry, fintech is also an important field and basic category. One of them is PUNDIX,
which boasts a blockchain payment system through POS, starting with the Southeast Asian market.
PUNDIX distributes XPOS, a POS device for virtual asset payment established in 2017, and has establi
shed itself as a company specializing in virtual asset payment. In addition, it is expanding its business
a lot by launching various services such as digital wallet Xwallet and Xpass Card as well as XPOS.
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2. Global TravelPay
Recently, mobile-based simple payment systems such as Alipay and Wechat Pay have been develop
ed and used mainly in China. This simple payment system is a payment platform with a relatively end
-to-end structure, and is improving inefficiencies such as cost and required period due to various inter
mediaries of the existing payment system. However, when simple payment platforms are also used fo
r cross-border transactions, they have no choice but to use the existing financial settlement network,
so they have no choice but to follow the complex payment processing and settlement structure, and
franchisees have no choice but to bear high fees.If the amount of purchase or sale exceeds the total
size of stable assets (fiat currency, ETH, etc.) serving as collateral, it is difficult to stably maintain the
value of the stable digital gift certificate. Therefore, in view of the traditional financial and economic
market, the size of the assets that guarantee stable digital gift certificate is still very small, so there ar
e possible risks when introduced into the payment market in the same way.In case of stabilizing the v
alue based on the algorithm, it has a bigger weakness. The ripple effect and potential of this can be s
ufficiently confirmed through the case of the national foreign exchange crisis in the traditional financial
and economic system such as the Thai baht, the British pound, and the Korean won.Second, in orde
r to use stable digital gift certificate in global services, stable digital gift certificate must be issued by coll
ateralizing the corresponding legal currency for each country entered into. This means that individual so
lutions implement and manage the entire monetary economy system around the world. There is a probl
em with the exchange rate between stable digital gift certificate that are linked with each country's curre
ncy, and the issue of securing real fiat money for collateral. It is also very difficult to secure and manage
fiat currency to secure a single currency stable digital gift certificate, but in reality it is very difficult to act
ually hold the currency of each country.In addition, if stable digital gift certificate are issued and manag
ed by reflecting the legal currencies of various countries based on the algorithm, if the stable digital gi
ft certificate representing the currencies of a specific country collapse, there is a possibility that the al
gorithm-based stable digital gift certificate system itself will suffer a serious blow. This is very big.
Global Travel Pay aims to make GTP users free from borders and restrictions. We want to support fas
t-paced financial services for hundreds of millions of people around the world, especially for tens of m
illions of people and travelers who are excluded from financial settlement systems in Southeast Asia.
We provide a solution that allows travelers to use GTP's unique platform to conveniently use it anywh
ere by utilizing the virtual assets they have.
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3. Business Model
3-1. reward system
The reward system through blockchain is simple and transparent. GTP will attract users thro
ugh effective partnerships with various countries located in Southeast Asia. In order to activel
y attract the GTP system to hotels and large shopping malls as well as small business owner
s, we will configure a reward system that anyone can use. All travelers and nationals of each
country can accumulate rewards through various activities, not through a structure that requir
es payment to acquire rewards.
One earning system is advertising. For the effective growth of GTP, after the community is fo
rmed, advertisements of each country's service channels will be conducted on GTP's platfor
m. The initial selection of advertisers is selected according to the circumstances, but by activ
ely reflecting advertisements for hotels and resorts, it induces users to naturally take interest
in travel. Of course, when watching an advertisement video, GTP tokens are paid as a rewar
d. Through the platform's advertising specialist, travelers can collect information about tourist
destinations and earn rewards by watching advertisements.
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3-2. Merchant Management
Merchants can manage all payments made through GTP through one tool, regardless of
payment channels or payment methods such as online or offline. By using GTP's transaction
management tool, you will be able to efficiently manage various data such as customer's tran
saction volume for each channel, payment frequency, and payment pattern. Directly face con
sumers through the payment system and make payments from users through GTP and vario
us cryptocurrencies. This could save a lot of fees. Fees are set at 1% or less of the payment
amount, and even this will provide many benefits through various promotions and marketing
with affiliated stores. All ERC-20 tokens and BTC are stored in the GTP card, and all mercha
nts can set their own fees. Since the basic policy is different for each affiliate, it can be set dir
ectly through the GTP manager system.
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3-3. Attract users
Users are the most important participants in the GTP ecosystem. Since participants who posse
ss GTP naturally become the main axis of marketing, it should be able to attract many users by
giving users many benefits. As described above, users plan to develop into a user-friendly platf
orm by watching advertisements of various affiliated stores and participating in events through
the platform. It is a decentralized system that cannot be manipulated and will actively attract it
through transparent services. GTP directly visits Southeast Asian tourist destinations, hotels,
and partners who provide various experience services to support convenient use of all services
through a single platform. Through the payment of GTP points, each service can be used at a
discounted price and enables reasonable consumption.

3-4. G TP Card
The GTP card is a multi-currency wallet. It can be used as a GTP card for cryptocurrency paym
ents, and it will be widely distributed to general users in Southeast Asia. GTP cards will be suppli
ed through various channels because it is applied to the reward system just by using the GTP car
d and you can continuously acquire rewards.
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4. Token Economy
Global Travel Pay is an ERC-20 based payment token.
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5. Roadmap

2022 Q1
GTP Wallet APP launch,
Listed on foreign exchanges

2022 Q2
Launching GTP PAY APP,
A contract for 2,000 Southeast
Asian franchises,
Register for the franchise information APP.

2022 Q3
GTP 중국 진출

2022 Q4
GTP 원화 거래소 상장
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6. Team
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CSO
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Li Chun

Jin Hu

CMO

Core Developer

Zao Zhong

Su Qi

Marketing Director

Full Stack
Development
Developer
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qí hán

yǎ fú

Strategy Manager

Developer

huà yī

mèng jié

UI/UX Designer

UI/UX Designer
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7. Disclaimer
This material is produced for the purpose of simple information delivery, not for investment or inve
stment recommendation. included in or distributed through this site, including links, downloads,
advertisements, etc., There is no guarantee of the accuracy or reliability of the information
(hereinafter referred to as "material") transmitted or accessed from the service included in this site,
and advertisements or other information related to the service.
Alternatively, as a result of the proposal, there is no guarantee for the quality of the product to be
displayed, purchased, or acquired, or other information (hereinafter referred to as "product").
You acknowledge that it is entirely your responsibility to trust the data. Sites are not obligated to
modify the contents of materials and services, but can be improved as needed. The site provides
materials and services "as they are" and services or other services.
It includes, but is limited to, guarantees for marketability and suitability for specific purposes in
relation to data and products. It explicitly denies all explicit or implied guarantees. In no case shall
we be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, punitive, or derivative damages related to services,
materials and products.
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